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DEPARTMENT OF FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

TEL

2770 South Taylor Street, Arlington, VA 22206
703-228-6600  FAX 703-671-2959  www.apsva.us

Memorandum
TO:

Rebeccah Ballo, Historic Preservation Planner, Arlington County Office

FROM:

Bill Herring, Jr.; Senior Project Manager, APS
bill.herring@aspva.us

SUBJECT:

Stratford MS Renovation and Addition: COA Resubmission

DATE:

December 8, 2016

Summary
This memo and enclosures comprise the resubmission of the Stratford Middle School Renovation and
Addition Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) application. Responses to the comments provided to
Arlington Public Schools (APS) on memo dated October 14, 2016 are included below.
Comments from the 10/14/2016 memo are italicized and in gray. Reponses are in black, following each
comment.
Architectural Responses: Addition
Explore a different palette for the metal panels, the brick, and the window surrounds/accents. The metal
panels and the brick are appropriate choices; however, the color palette is too starkly differentiated from
this historic building to be considered a compatible choice. …..HP staff thinks the material choice is
appropriate, as metal cladding and brick have been used as building materials for centuries. HP staff
recommends a metal cladding that is a lighter color; one that would complement and be compatible with
the historic building. Consider looking at a warmer palette for the cladding materials. The wood grain
paneling is likewise not an appropriate choice for the addition. HP staff has concerns as to how this
material with weather over time. In addition, particularly on the south elevation, this material will be
exposed to a great deal of sunlight. Over time, these panels have a tendency to warp or fade. The
materials on the new addition should be honest, as they are on the historic building. If the desire is for an
‘effect’ similar to wood, then wood should be used. If that is not feasible, then a different material,
potentially precast, metal, or terra cotta should be considered.

Exterior palette and materials were discussed with members of APS, the design team, County HPP staff
and members of HALRB on November 17, 2016. Per the discussion at that meeting, a darker shade of
pre-patinated copper shingle was selected as preferred, and the panels in between and below the
windows will now be a fiber cement panel in two shades of gray: a darker shade for the vertical elements
and a lighting shade for the horizontal elements. The darker vertical shade will emphasize the vertical
elements, and this will be visually supported by the stacked bond brick in between the windows at the first
floor of the addition.
For the reclad portion of the existing building, as shown on sheet A-011-H, the design should consider a
number of options:


Flip the windows so that the larger pane is on top, and the smaller on the bottom.
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Reconsider the cladding material. It currently matches the base of the new addition. The
original building successfully uses the rusticated stone base on the stair tower and the
chimneys (vertical elements), but the dark brick does not successfully work with this
portion of the building. It still reads as an odd outlier. Even if the brick were carried more
vertically, creating almost a false chimney similar to the historic building, it may still not be
compatible. It either needs to incorporate more elements around the windows (banding,
differentiated materials) to stand out, or it should not attempt to be an architectural
element in and of itself, and should perhaps remain in the background, clad in precast.
The additional windows make it into a functional part of the building, but without a
differentiated base, or other elements, it still reads as an outlier.

Per the discussion on 11/17/2016, the windows and brick cladding of the reclad “1994 façade” will remain
as shown.
Sheet A-012-H: Shows two different brick types on the base. Is this a different treatment or a software
glitch?
A-012-H: As explained on 11/17/2016, we are showing a stacked bond for differentiation between the
windows, and around the auxiliary gym base.
A-014-H: Why is the canopy so small? It should span the entire width of the doors.
A-014-H: Provide specifications on the opaque doors.
A-014H: The canopy is glass and steel. The design is still being resolved; it will span the width of the
doors, but not the entire width of the storefront at the north and south entries. The doors from the
mechanical room and the stairs will be metal; preferably stainless steel. The panels above the doors and
the louvers will also be metal; preferably stainless steel. See notes on A-014-H.
Custom frit: Provide explanation for the frit being “inspired by the building and its history”. Is this
something figurative?
The custom frit on the glass will not be figurative. As the design has evolved, it will be an abstract, subtle
pattern (dots or lines) in gray or white frit on glass. We are aiming to provide an effect that recalls the
diffuse light through the glass block in the existing building for the auxiliary gym.
A-014-H: Explain why the metal carries to grade on the north elevation and portions of the west. There
will likely be a small base or other banding at the bottom; please show this.
The copper shingles clad the 2nd and 3rd floors of the addition, differentiating that volume from the first
floor that is partially below-grade. Maintaining the copper all the way around those two floors of the
addition is consistent with the massing, and the relationship of the exterior materials to the levels of the
addition. Detail provided on A-017-H.
Overall: Show details for screening on mechanical penthouse and other rooftop mechanicals.
Roof mechanical screen to be perforated aluminum supported by metal stud framing. Will enclose
mechanical equipment fully, as shown on drawings, with one opening at the north side of the enclosure
for access. There is only one mechanical penthouse for the new addition with metal flashing and trim at
top and bottom of enclosure as required. Will be 40% - 60% perforated. Height on drawings is maximum
height of enclosure; may be shorter. Typical construction details will be provided in building permit set.
Elevator: Show height of the elevator from the roof deck. Drawings show extension 1’ above parapet, but
what is the overall height once it pierces the roof?
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Coordination is still ongoing for the new elevator in the existing building. The elevator should not extend
more than 5’-0” above the top of the existing roof. See A-010-H and A-015-H.

A-012-H & A-017-H: Is there one (1) new column being shown? Is it being sheathed in the same brick as
is being used for the base? What is the shape—squared, tapered column, etc.? Please provide more
details of its purpose and design.
A-012-H & A-017-H: There is one new column shown. It is being sheathed in the same brick as the base
of the addition. It is a straight, rectangular column; it will appear “of the base” as it supports the overhang
of the upper classroom volume of the addition.
Architectural Responses: Renovation
General: provide more details on the existing library renovation. Assess any impacts to the original glass
block clerestory windows, the existing replacement windows, ceiling, and any venting that may be
associated with the new cooking stations, HVAC, etc.
The existing windows and HVAC is existing to remain. The ventilation for the ovens/stovetop ranges at
the student kitchens will use re-circulating ventilation that will for the most part be handled by the
microwaves above the ranges. The ventilation for the demo kitchen stove top will use down draft
ventilation mounted at the countertop. Most of the ceiling will be replaced in its current location with the
exception of the South West corner (plan SW) which will have a lower ceiling to provide a more intimate
classroom space and to hide the awkward ceiling condition at the SW corner that was cause by an earlier
Mechanical addition. The exterior or the space will not be touched and will be existing-to-remain. See AD001-H for additional notes.
Provide any information as it becomes available about restoration of glass block on the historic glass
block.
There are no plans to restore the glass block on the existing exterior as part of this project.
Provide information about new lettering (style, size, material, method of installation) for the name of the
school.
New lettering/signage package will be reviewed with County HP Staff prior to submission of building
permit (in 2017).
Additional architect’s note about renovation: As shown on A-016-H, an opening of maximum size 12” x
18” is required for exhausting the fumes from the kiln that will be located in the new arts and tech suite in
the basement (AD-001-H). The design team is exploring other options that will take the exhaust vent to
the roof. However, coordination is ongoing and this is not yet resolved. Thus, we are showing the “worst
case scenario” of it on the existing exterior wall of the ground floor in this location.
Landscape/Site Responses:
Stormwater infrastructure: If any planters are required, please provide details. Clarify if all SWM BMPs are
located underground.
Stormwater infrastructure: Urban planters will be used with this project, following Arlington County
recommended details for such planters. They are not located below-grade (not permitted per County
requirements). They will be installed so they appear to be located “at grade” (i.e. the concrete box will be
sunk into the ground so the planter appears as a planted bed at grade with a concrete curb. These are
shown on the Landscape Plans. They are along part of the perimeter of the auxiliary gym, and there may
be one or more adjacent to the south face of the existing building just behind the new bike racks. The
stormwater infrastructure design will not be completed until Use Permit is submitted on 12/21/2016. The
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general placement of the planters will not change, but the sizes/dimensions may change slightly as
design progresses. See note on A-011-H.
C-401 & C-402: Show relocated flagpole as shown on the landscape plans. What are the plans to store
and restore the flagpole so it can be used again? (This is a use permit comment, replicated in the CoA
comments for clarity purposes only.)
Flagpole: “The flagpole will be secured at the top using a boom lift while the foundation anchors are
removed. Once the foundation anchors are removed, the flagpole will be lowered to the ground. The
flagpole will be separated from its base and then moved to an onsite storage location for the duration of
construction. We will perform only minor repairs to the flagpole to ensure function and safety; we do not
anticipate major restoration work. Once the hardscape in the courtyard is complete, we will move the flag
pole from its storage location and erect it on top of a new foundation using the same method that was
taken to dismantle it."
C-400& L1.01: Historic Trail details. The trail is shown going to the wrong door; it needs to carry over to
the original school. It will overlap with existing paths at that point, but will still need to be called out,
perhaps inset into the concrete. Additionally, the spacing between the stones on the pathway, and the
intersection of the pathway with the ADA path need further work. The path intersects with a number of
retaining walls, and the stones are placed very far apart. We need to design it so that people can
comfortably choose either path. Also need to determine the correct spot to locate interpretive signs. This
may be as part of the final landscape plan, but a spot should be chosen as part of the use permit & CoA
submission. Need to submit and review stones that will be used for the path. Realizing the plans are
illustrative at this point, staff recommends a smooth cut or similar stone for the path, and not a rubble
stone or field stone treatment.
L1.01: The flagstones along the historic path are intended to be visual markers for the historic path. Since
ADA accessibility is needed from Old Dominion, the actual pathway needed to be adjusted to meet the
ADA requirements. However the stone markers give the user a visual cue down the hillside as to what the
historic pathway was. Three places for historic interpretation have been identified from Old Dominion
down to the door that is assumed to have been used by the students on the first day of integration. See
supplemental landscape materials for additional information (included with this resubmission).
L1.01: Remove understory trees adjacent to south elevation foundation and along the ADA path and
historic trail.
Historic photos show evidence of small trees along this side of the building. Care has been taken to
maintain clear views to the back façade down the new driveway. However, the understory trees at the
building and along the historic path are needed to meet canopy coverage requirements and will add to the
overall aesthetics of the campus.
L1.02: Are there plans to fix the wall and slate caps on the north side of the property?
L1.02: There are no plans to fix the walls on the north side.
L1.03: Provide more details on the fire pull-off, including materials and curb details so staff can determine
potential impacts to the traffic circle.
L1.03: Will the gazebo in the circle be removed?
L1.03: There are no plans to remove the gazebo. For additional details requested for fire lane and
materials, see sheet L4.03.
L2.00: Provide details on plaza seating, field seating, and retaining walls so staff can determine viewshed
impacts.
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L2.00: For more information on seating and retaining walls see illustrative views provided on sheet L2.00
and details provided on sheets L4.01 and L4.02.
End Memorandum
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Proposed View From Athletic Field

Proposed View From New Driveway
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Proposed View From Stratford Park Tennis Courts

Proposed View From ADA Path from Old Dominion Drive
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MATERIAL PALETTE

Pre-patinated copper shingles create a 2-story volume that
contains the new 21st century learning environments. The
copper is an appropriately differentiated material from the
existing masonry building, and the patina shade will contrast,
but not conflict, with the palette of the existing building. See
material sample submitted

Fibercement rainscreen panel in two shades is used
around the windows. A darker shade is used for the
vertical elements, and a lighter shade for horizonal
elements. See material sample submitted

Manganese ironspot brick with artisan finish proposed for the
base as it recalls the rusticated fieldstone base of the original
building, but is differentiated. See material sample submitted
Precast concrete portal expresses the new entrance and the
heart of school as the link between new and old
1994 concrete facade removed and is reclad with ironspot
brick. Between the windows a smooth brick, same color but different texture and bond (stacked) is used to recall the veritcal
elements between windows in a group on the existing facade.
This recladding differentiates between the original building and
future modifications, and provides a further visual connection
to the new addition

Stratford Middle School Renovation and Addition
Arlington Public Schools
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A sample of the brick has been provided with the COA application.
The artisan texture is created using rotating blades that alternate
at varying depths into the top and sides of the brick column as it is
extruded. The color is all the way through the brick; it does not run
on adajcent surfaces. Stratford would use a dark mortar similar to
these precedent images.
A smooth texture has also been submitted. This will be used in a
different bond pattern (likely stacked) between the windows at the
first floor of the new

Material Precedent:
Manganese Ironspot Brick (Artisan Finish) at First Congregational United Church of Christ
Architects: Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects
945 G St NW Washington, DC

Stratford Middle School Renovation and Addition
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Material Precedent:
KME TECU Pre-patinated copper shingle. This image shows the TECU pre-patinated copper in a panel application. We are proposing a darker shade that is
represented by the sample we have submitted; not by the images on this page.

Stratford Middle School Renovation and Addition
Arlington Public Schools

Material Precedent:
This image represents the type of
shingle application proposed for
Stratford MS addition. This is NOT
the TECU product that has been
selected, and the Stratford shingles will be approximately 13” H x
24” W as correctly shown on the
elevation drawings.
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BRICK FOR ADDITION BASE AND RE-CLAD FACADE
Stratford Middle School Renovation & Addition
Arlington Public Schools

Design Development
October 27, 2016

SECTION 042000 - UNIT MASONRY
1.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

1.2

Sample panels for exposed unit masonry construction.
SUSTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

A.

LEED 2009 for Schools:
1.

1.3

Regional materials.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A.

1.4

Net-Area Compressive Strengths of Unit Masonry: As indicated.
MATERIALS

A.

Concrete Masonry Units (CMUs):
1.
CMUs: Lightweight and Normal weight.
2.
Decorative CMUs: Units with ground-face finish.

B.

Brick: Clay face brick.
1.
Basis of Design: Manganese Ironspot by Endicott Clay Products Co.
a.
Finish: Artisan where indicated.
b.
Finish: Smooth where indicated.

C.

Reinforcement: Uncoated-steel reinforcing bars.

D.

Masonry-Joint Reinforcement:
1.
2.

E.

Ties and Anchors: Galvanized steel.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

F.

Interior Walls: Hot-dip galvanized, carbon steel.
Exterior Walls: Hot-dip galvanized, carbon steel.

Corrugated-metal ties.
Individual wire ties.
Adjustable anchors for connecting to structural steel framing.
Adjustable anchors for connecting to concrete.
Partition top anchors.
Rigid anchors.
Adjustable Masonry-Veneer Anchors: [Screw attached] [and] [seismic].

Embedded Flashing:
1.

All Flashing: Copper.

UNIT MASONRY

042000 - 1

Stratford Middle School Renovation & Addition
Arlington Public Schools
G.

Weep/Vent Holes: Cellular plastic.

H.

Cavity drainage material.

I.

Mortar:
1.

1.5

Design Development
October 27, 2016

Portland cement-lime mortar.

INSTALLATION
A.

Match existing masonry coursing, bonding, color, and texture.

B.

Bond Pattern: As indicated.

C.

Cavity face of backup wythe parged.

D.

Clean masonry waste recycled as fill material.

1.6

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Testing Agency: Owner engaged.

END OF SECTION 042000

UNIT MASONRY
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PERFORATED ALUMINUM FOR ROOF SCREEN.
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Design Development
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SECTION 074213 – FORMED METAL ROOF SCREEN PANELS
1.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

1.2

Mockups.
SUSTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

A.

LEED 2009 for Schools:
1.

1.3

Recycled content.

WARRANTY
A.

1.4

Finishes: 20 years.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A.

Structural Performance: ASTM E 1592.
1.

1.5

Wind Loads: As indicated on Drawings.

PRODUCTS
A.

Basis-of-Design manufacturere: CMI Corrugated Metals Inc.:

B.

Roof Screen Panels:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.
1.6

Profile: Bold Rib II
Material: Aluminum perforated sheets
Perforations: ½” diameter, .0687” Staggered Center Holes, 48% open.
Thickness: 0.32”
Finish: Non-Clad Aluminum Kynar.

Accessories: Flashing and trim.
FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A.

Testing: By factory-authorized service representative.

END OF SECTION 074213

FORMED METAL WALL PANELS
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PRE-PATINATED COPPER SHINGLES
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Design Development
October 27, 2016

SECTION 074616 – COPPER SHINGLES
1.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

1.2

Mockups for each type of shingle.
WARRANTY

A.
1.3

Materials and Workmanship: 20 years.
PRODUCTS

A.

Copper Shingles: Prefabricated TECU System-Shingles.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pattern: Horizontal.
Texture: Smooth.
Nominal Thickness: 0.6 – 0.7 mm.
Finish: TECU Patina – mill finished.

END OF SECTION 074616

COPPER SHINGLES

074616 - 1

NOTE: THE FIBER CEMENT PANELS WERE NOT IN THE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT SET, SO THERE IS NO OUTLINE
SPEC FOR THEM YET. THIS BROCHURE SHOWS THE CEM5
PRODUCT WE ARE NOW PROPOSING OVER THE XCI
CONTINUOUS INSULATION PRODUCT WE ARE USING FOR
MAXIMUM THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF THE WALL. THE
PRODUCT SYSTEM WE ARE USING IS NOTED WITHIN. ALSO
SEE SUBMITTED SAMPLES.

Cladding Corp and
Hunter Panels Xci Polyiso
A Continuous Insulation Solution
for Exterior Wall Applications
HUNTER PANELS Xci Ply

SWISSPEARL®
FIBER CEMENT
PANELS

888.826.8453

www.claddingcorp.com

888.746.1114

www.hunterpanels.com

Cladding Corp

Hunter Panels Xci Ply

A NEW APPROACH

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS

THE COMPLETE C.I. SOLUTION

CODE COMPLIANCE AND NFPA 285

For the first time, Hunter Panels, innovators in polyiso rigid
insulation, and Cladding Corp, North America’s rainscreen
solution provider, have developed a complete fiber cement
rainscreen wall solution that addresses all aspects of the
building envelope using the leading fiber cement cladding
panels on the market today - SWISSPEARL®.
Meeting the most current ASHRAE 90.1, IECC, IBC and IRC
standards is one of the most critical requirements for designers
and installers alike. Hunter Xci Ply’s high thermal rigid insulation
panel, coupled with an engineered Cem5 drained and backventilated rainscreen assembly provides a complete continuous
insulation (ci) solution that allows maximum installation
flexibility and industry leading performance.

The Hunter Panels and Cladding Corp partnership delivers a
single source rainscreen cladding wall assembly – including the
connections of the fiber cement system to the Xci Ply panels and
to the backup wall.

The combined Hunter Xci Ply and Cem5 wall assembly can meet
ASHRAE 90.1, IBC and IRC standards, and can be used together
within numerous NFPA 285 compliant assemblies. Contact
Hunter Panels for more details.

Hunter Panels Xci Ply
DESCRIPTION

Hunter Xci Ply is a high thermal rigid insulation panel composed
of a closed cell polyisocyanurate foam core bonded to a premium
performance coated glass facer on one side and 5/8” or 3⁄4” fire
treated plywood on the other. It is designed for use in commercial
wall applications to provide continuous insulation within the building
envelope.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Polyiso offers highest R-value per inch of any foam plastic
board insulation
• Designed for use in continuous insulation to assist in meeting
the most current ASHRAE 90.1, IECC, IBC and IRC standards
• A superior combination of high insulating properties and mechanically
attachable surface
• Manufactured with NexGen Chemistry: Contains no CFCs, HCFCs,
is Zero ODP, and has virtually no GWP
• Incorporates APA-TECO Rated Exposure Fire Treated Plywood
• Provides improved dimensional stability and fire performance

APPLICATIONS

• Provides continuous insulation (ci) for standard wood frame, FRT
wood frame, steel stud, CMU and concrete exterior wall constructions
• Compatible with SWISSPEARL® fiber cement panels and Cem5
rainscreen attachment assemblies.
• Optimal substrate for mechanically attaching cladding materials
• Suitable for many commercial wall assemblies

PANEL CHARACTERISTICS

• ASTM C 1289 Type V made with Type II Class 2 foam
• Panel dimensions are 48” x 96”
• Available with FSC® Certified fire-treated plywood (special order)
• Multiple substrate types available: 5/8” or ¾” Fire Treated Plywood

Hunter Xci Ply Thermal Values
Thickness* (in)

Thickness* (mm)

R-Value

1.6

41

6.6

2.1

53

9.6

2.6

66

12.7

3.1

79

15.9

3.6

91

19.1

Thermal values as per ASTM C 518 in accordance with ASTM C 1289.
*Thicknesses calculated with 5/8" plywood

Hunter Xci Ply Physical Property
Data Chart
polyiso foam core only
Property

Test
Method

Value

Compressive
Strength

ASTM D 1621

20 psi* min.
(138 kPa, Grade 2)

Dimensional
Stability

ASTM D 2126

2% linear change
(7 days)

Moisture Vapor
Permeance

ASTM E 96

<1 perm
(57.5ng/(Pa•s•m 2))

Water
Absorption

ASTM C 209

< 0.1% volume

Service
Temperature
Resistance to
Mold

-100° to 250° F
(-73°C to 122°C)
ASTM D 3273

*Also available in grade 3 (25 psi)

Passes (10)

Cladding Corp

Hunter Panels Xci Ply

LARGO means freedom of
LARGE FORMAT SWISSPEARL
design without limits. The large-format
®

LARGO panels give facades what they need: a face, individuality, character,
texture, color and very importantly, a high effective protective layer.

Thickness

Dimensions

Color Lines Available *

8 mm and 12 mm

3040 mm [ 119.69" ] x 1220 mm [ 48.03" ]
2500 mm [ 98.44” ] x 1220 mm [ 48.03” ]

Carat, Reflex, Avera, Nobilis, Planea

PLANK

SWISSPEARL® LINEARIS panels are ready-made LARGO panel
strips, for installing with open joints. Whether monochrome
or multicolored, equal or varying format lengths, with continuous or offset
joints - there is an immense scope of different combinations possible.
Thickness

Dimensions

Color Lines Available *

8 mm

1500 mm [ 59.06" ] x 147 mm [ 5.79" ]
1500 mm [ 59.06” ] x 300 mm [ 11.81” ]
2500 mm [ 98.43” ] x 147 mm [ 5.79” ]
2500 mm [98.43”] x 300 mm [11.81”]

Carat, Reflex, Avera, Nobilis, Planea

LAP-SIDING

SWISSPEARL’s® lap-siding panels provide
a slim, elegant stripe shape, that creates a
vibrant façade, exciting and unique. MODULA 8mm thick panels delivers
medium-sized formats for high-end architecture are available in two
different sizes. The CLINAR and CLINAR CLIP (attached mounting clips) 6mm thick panels are part of the unique miniature repertoire
and are available in seven different sizes.
Thickness

Dimensions

Color Lines Available *

Modula - 8mm

1500mm [59.06”] x 300mm [11.81”]
2500mm [98.43”] x 300mm [11.81”]

Carat, Reflex, Avera, Nobilis, Planea

Clinar - 6 mm

900mm [35.43”] x 200mm [7.87”]
1200mm [47.24”] x 200mm [7.87”]
900mm [35.43”] x 300mm [11.81”]
1200mm [47.24”] x 300mm [11.81”]

Noblis, Planea

Clinar Clip – 6mm

1200mm [47.24”] x 360mm [14.17”]
1200mm [47.24”] x 460mm [18.11”]
1200mm [47.24”] x 600mm [23.62”]

Noblis, Planea

SHINGLE

SWISSPEARL® SHINGLE facades have a very special appeal: From a distance they create an elegant color
pallet, from up close the shingle patterns add dimension and life. SHINGLES give the façade an unmistakable
character. A wide range of different formats and colors allows the implementation of even highly individual creative ideas.
Thickness

4 mm

Dimensions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3 Notched 300
Size: 900mm [35.43”] x 300mm [11.65”]
3 Notched 300
Size: 600mm [23.46”] x 300mm [11.65”]
3 Notched 200
Size: 600mm [23.46”] x 200mm [7.87”]
3 Shark Tooth
Size: 600mm [23.62”] x 200mm [7.87”]
5 Notched 150
Size: 600mm [23.62”] x 150mm [5.79”]
6 Notched 150
Size: 600mm [23.62”] x 150mm [5.79”]
6 Scalloped 150 Size: 600mm [23.62”] x 150mm [5.79”]

Color Lines Available *

Nobilis, Planea

* Please Refer to 2016 Cem5 Color Selection Guide for SWISSPEARL® Panels for color section.

888.826.8453

www.claddingcorp.com

888.746.1114
www.hunterpanels.com
V0616

exclusively for

Engineered
Systems

F1.10 SYSTEM
VISIBLE FIXING WITH RIVETS

Attachment method with rivets. Ideal for concrete block or
masonry back-up walls that require semi-rigid insulation and
self-adjusting brackets allow for ease of installation along
uneven substrates.

F2.10 SYSTEM
VISIBLE FIXING WITH RIVETS

Attachment method with rivets. Ideal for masonry or stud backup walls that require semi-rigid insulation but can also be used
in non-insulated design. Rivet attachment guarantees high pullout values and ease of installation.

F2.14 SYSTEM
LAP-SIDING WITH CLIPS

Semi-concealed fixing for lap-siding applications. Unique clip
system devised for fixing fibercement panels in a lap-siding
configuration. Mechanically fastened clips and variable depth
brackets with simple horizontal L-profiles make this system an
economical solution for lap-siding applications.

F1.40 SYSTEM
Concealed

Attachment method with undercut anchors. Primary approach
for concealed fastening using undercut anchors for fiber
cement panels. The back of each panel is pre-drilled using
undercut drill bit to receive the hanger clip and expanding bolt
anchor.

